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ADULT CORRECTIONS PERFOR~rANCE r-rEASUREMENT: 

A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

Performance measurement means producing information useful to someone in 

assessing how well an organization or program is doing. When measuring the 
i 

pe.L':C'ormaIiue Qr public sector programs, such as adult corrections, one should 

recogriize these realiti~s: 

1. "Performance" may have different meanings to the various actors in. 
• 1 ,_ '.. " ~ .... ;1'.: ':; ~_ .. ~t'. '~_ 

i:'_-, 

corrections policy formation and implementation. What these actors 

mean by the term, "performance," influences 1'1hich measures they will 
\\ 

believe appropriately describe performance. 

2. No single set of performance measures can adequately address the 

information needs of all the actors concerned with adult corrections. 

3. Performance measurement becomes a political act when actors in the 

political process use the performance information produced to 

influence the way resources are distributed among organizations ~nd 

programs. 

The approach to performance measurement set fovth in this paper recognizes 

these realities. It also takes into account the diversity of adult corrections 

programs, the environments wi thin 1'1hich the'se programs exist, and the many 
( ~. 

different users of performance measurement. It presents a conceptual framework 

to help people wanting information about the performance of corrections 

programs develop performance measures suited to their own needs, however they 

choose to define those needs. 

As a f'irst step in discussing performance measurement, we define three 

i.mportant terms--performance measurp.s, performance measurements, and 

. performance comparisons. A performance measure is an instrument or indicator 
~ 
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that can be used to describe how well programs or organiza'tions are l'lorking. 

For example, "the peroentageof offenders in a community-based residential 

corrections program who complete the amount of restitution agreed upon" is a 

measure of one attribute of a community-based residential corrections program. 

::.~yerformance measurement is the information or quantity ascertained for a 

specified program for s~me specified period of time by obtaining data and 

relating it to the ~ttributE1c, the measure addresses. For· example, "48% of 
, , .,~ ". 1:"., . :.... ~. . ~!" t ~ ;~. ~"'. ~.-:. '. " 

offenders i~ the Kanmo Restitution Center during 1980 completed the amount of 

resti tution agreed upon." Judging hm'1 1'1ell a program is l'1orking requires 

comparing the measurement with either measurements for other programs, 

measurements of the same program made at previous points in time, or some 

standard, goal, objective, or target set for the program. An example of a 

comparison l'Ti th other programs l'1ould be, "The JCanmo Restitution Center's 48,% 

restitution completion rate is 8% higher than the average rate for all 

restitution programs." An example of a comparison made with some previous 

point in time would be, "The 1989 restil.iution completion rate for the Kanmo 

Restitution Center is 5% 101'l'er than its rate for 1979." An example of a 

comparison with a target set 1'or the program i'Tould be, "The Kanmo Restitution 
<\ 

\\ 

Center's 48% restitution pompletion rate exceeds the targ$t set for it in 1980 

by 3%." 

To assess hOi'T ",ell a program is working, one must have all three tools- ... 

performance measures, performance measurements, and performance comparisons. 
(( 

performarce comparisons are not possible without first having performance 
{ ... 

measurements, and performance measurements are not possible i'rithout first 

having performance measures. It is the performanc~ comparisons, hm-rever, upon 

i'Thich judgments about performance, in contrast to nonevaluative descriptions, 

are based. 

,:-' 
~~. ~---~--------------------~------~~--------------~--------,--------~ 
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3 I( . 1 
\'Then developing a framework for measurinl~ corrections performance, one 

confronts several important questions that need answering: 

- \<That effect will the goals and theories that different actors hold have 

upon performance measurement system design? 

- Should the system measure only those outcomes that corrections agencies can 

control? 

- Should measures that both affect and ~de.sc:cibe p.e~f'ormance .be-';included.? 

- How' does one decide l'That to measure? 

- vlliat dimensions of a program's performance should be measured? 

\fuose measurement needs should be served? 

- How can one decide ,,,hich measures to include in a performance measurement 

system? 

These questions a.re discussed below wi thin the context of h'o major tasks in 

developing a performance mev.surement framelvork: setting the scope and focusing 

the performance measurement system; deciding l"hat to measure and how to go 

about doing it. 

SETTING THE SCOPE AND FOCUSING THE PERFORMANCE :r.iEASURE:r.1ENT SYSTEM 

Performance measurement is a broad, nebulous concept that needs to be 

defined and structured before performance can be measL}red. A person developing 

a performance measurement system for adult corrections programs spould resolve 
<:0 

several issues before thinking about specific measures to include. The issues 

dl~c~ssed in this section first concern the role that goals, theories, and the 
I( 

ability to control program outcomes should play in shaping the performance 

measurement system. Second, they concern the role that tbe performance 

measurement system itself should play in inflbencing program performance. 

If 
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Goals 

Goals may be defined as roa, b d general statements of desired conditions 

external to programs that provide the basic purposes for which programs were 

authorized and funded. If performance measurement were to be based upon a 

rational model of decision making, the first step in developing a performance 

measurement system would be identifying the goals against '''hich performance is 

to be compared. Though this step seems easy, there are several questions that 
. ' .. ; . ,'; , .:; .... ,\ .. t\~~. :.,~~~;;; ... 

need to be considered before the performance measurement system is bu~;l\~ a:~~ound' . ,. '. 

a set of goals. 

First amung these questions is, "\vhose Boals. should be recognized?" 

Potential users 0 per ormance f f l.'nformation include the public, legislators, 

h d and adml.'nl.'strators, program managers, planners, chief eXecutives, agency ea s 

budgeters, employsBs,an c l.en s. . d I , t These groups, if asked to agree upon a 

single set of goals for a corrections program, would probably be unable to do 

The public, for example, might be primarily interested in the program's so. 

ability to incapacl.tate . and punl.' sh offenders' and make the community a safer 

place in which to live, while the offen·.ler ml.g ~ . ht be primarily 'interested in the 

quality of the services that the program makes avallable to him. 

One may think of correc l.OnS t ' goals l.'n terms of broad outcomes, such as 

revenge or retribution, restraint, reform or rehabilitation, reintegration into 

1 society, and restitution. Goals of individuals or groups interested in 

corrections programs, however, may be unrelated to any of these broad 

outcomes. A community might support a prison because it absorb~ a large part 

of that community's work force. . Commu·nl.'ty groups ml.'ght feel that an important 

goal of the prison is to provide emP.~oyment to community residents. Private 
;' 0 

businesses in the community might look to the prison as a source of revenue 

I( 
Ii 
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1:hrough sales of food, medical and dental supplies, maintenance supplies, 

ma terials for prison industries and through providing con tra!pt services. 

Business groups, then, might believe that an important goal of the prison is to 

0t 2 provide business opportunities to the commun~ y. 

Within the organization one may be confronted with three types of goals. 

First are the official, "stated goals, which in their broadest form might be 

th ~o ·-ehab·'; 1·'; tate 'offenders·," to reduce"> subsequent ' stated in terms such as ese: .~ L ~ ~ 

criminal activity, to punish the guilty, to provide restitution to the victims 

of crime. Next, there may be management goals that make possible attainment of 

the official, stated goals. At their broadest level, management goals might be 

stated in terms such as these: to secure the resources necessary to support 

the organization's programs adequately, to build and maintain employee morale, 

and to maintain internal stability vTi thin the organization. Third, in<;lividual 

employees and clients may have their own goals, such as to have a pleasant 

t d one 's career, to build up one's retirement fund, or place to vTOrk, 0 a vance 

to "do easy time." All these goals may affect the organization's performance. 

If all these types of external and internal goals affect the performance of 

corrections prog~ems, should progress toward all these goals be monitored 

t t m? If the task were to suggest how to through the performance measuremen sys e " 

improve performance, it might be necessary to take into consideration all the 

informal goals ascribed to corrections programs by various groups. Obtaining 

greater productivity from employees, for example, might not be possible without 

first learning about the goals of individual employees and understanding how 

those DDals affect the individual's performance'. The task here, however: is 
","'-:1= 

(.' 

r: 
I , ' 
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not to suggest how to improve the performance of corrections programs but only 

to suggest how one might go about measuring performance. 

One approach to deciding"the scope of the performance measurement system 

might be to limit those goals u~ed as guides in identifying w'hat is to be 

measured to corrections-oriented goals (e.g., retribution, rehabilitation, 

restitution) and to exclude non-corrections-oriented goals ( I t e.g., emp oymen , 

business opportunities, career advancement, doing "easy time"). This approach 

: 'I--. .'~~ ;~ ~~ , , •• ;.t.-..... ';;,. t-;-
is broad enough to include information addressing the follovTing sorts of 

questions asked about corrections programs: vlha t did the program spend? vlha t 

did the program produce? Hmv was the prodnct produced? Hmv good was th(J 

product? \'/ho received the product? \vhat benefits resulted from receiving the 

product? What 'Ivas the cost per unit of product? lvhat was the cost per unit of 
I: 

lvhat needs remain unmet? benefit? 
The advantage of such a broad approach to 

performance measurement is that it includes the information felt important by 

many of the pote1tial users, such as funding agencies, program managers, chief 

executives, legislators, and the public. The program manager, if he so 

chooses, is free to concentrate upon performance measurements that tell him 

wha t the program does and costs, hm ... it does it, and how well it does it,. The 

\"""ligislator, on the other harid, is free to concentrate upon performance" 
\.1 

measurements comparing the results of a program rela ti ve to cost vTi th the 

results and costs of other programs, i~ he so chooses. 

Although such a broad approach to developing a performance measurement 

system is conceptually appealing, such a system is likely to be expensive to 

implement. It would be more economical to design a system that responds to the 

specific information needs of selected users. .In practice, the performance 
\"'. 

dimensions included in the system may depend upon who pays for its 
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implementation and how much the payor is willing to spend. Such a practical 

resolution of the scope problem has the disadvantage of leaving some groups of 

. t t d ;n corrections performance with performance data that do not people.~n eres e .L 

t k For example, performance meas'UrelW'nts fit the decisions they mus ma e. 

designed to answer the questions raised by the program manager may not be 

re,':l.evailt to the decisio.ns the legislator must make. 
,! 

However the question of, whose goals are N~.?e reC~~!~~~~"~1~~;,~~~~~~; .• ~:':~:'tj.'i "~:.':>., 
bl f h t t do T'Then goals are inconsistent with 'is likely to remain the pro em 0 ,,, a 0 v 

each other. Assume, for example, that a probation program has two goals: (1) 

f ~he cl;ent tv function effectively in society and to enhance the cRpability 0 u .L 

b .... cr;m;nal activity on the part of the (2) to proteet the community y m~n~m~z~ng .L.L 

probationer. , . 'th f;rs'" goal ml'ght lead a probation officer to ] ol101nng e .L U 

I f dev;ant be'h' av;or in the short run to provide tolerate a greater leve O.L .L 

. t I to make alternative choices (Banks, 1976: probationers opportunit~es 0 earn 

9). Yet "deviant behavior" is an outcome iuconsistent with the second goal. 

Should a performance measurement sytem be based upon a set of goals that 

are mutually consistent l'Tith each other? Our approach would be to recognize 
) ~ I 

. of man1' pol;cy areas that reflect inconsistent and that corrections ~s one _.L 

d b . t It is not the task of sometimes conflicting values hel y our soc~e y. 

'( f des;gners of performance measurement systems) to performance measurement or 0 .L 

Such confl~ct resolution is a function of the resolv~ these conflicts. -

political process. Performance measurement can best serve that process by 

identifying multiple outcomes of correctional programs and leaving the 

assessment of their relative importance to those people who will use 

performance information. 
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Given that goals may be inconsistent and even conflict.ing, should a 

performance measurement system be developed around some basis other than 

comparing act'ilal performance with goals? Not .setting up ~ priori goals migh.t 

be analogous to the goal-free evaluation proposed by Scriven (1972). This 

approach to evaluation compares outcomes to needs instead of to goals. As 

Patton (1978) ~as argued, however, determining what constitutes a need (or what 

constitutes desirable accomplishments) ;s th th 
.L e same ing as setting goals ex 

post facto. The main El.ifference between ~ priori gOals'·:~~"e~'p~~·~i~.f';:'ic't'~ '~~':~i.tA~ij,:·, 

goals may be ."lho decides what the goals for a corrections program are. It is 

our position that designers of performance measurement systems should net 

substitute their mm concept of .. That corrections program goals are or ought to 

be for goals held by the users of the performance information. 

If there are no explicit goals and no 11 genera Y accepted theory pertinent 

to what the program dops, it may be wiser not to use goals as a guide in 

deciding what aspects of performance to include in the measurement system. In 

such a situation, the scope of the performance measurement system could be 

determined simply by finding out what the pot t· I en 1a user~ of the system want to 

know about the program. Indeed, Patton's (1978) utilization-focused approach 

to evaluation can be appl~ed equally well to performance measurement. Under 

such a utilization-focused approach to performance measurement, the decision 

about '"hich performance informa tior! to produce would be made on the basis of 

what information would be most useful to the identified users. 

This utilization-focused approach could be used even when goals have been 

explicitly stated. Patton (1978: 137) t th t sugges s a goals be prioritized--not 

by their importance--but by the usefulness of information about the goal. If a 

user already has enough information about a program's progress toward achieving 

!J 

i-::) 
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,an important goal, the user may give higher priority to obtaining information 

about some goalhe feels i!~ less important but about \'Thich he has less 

information. 

Theories 

A theory is "an integrated body of propositions, the derivation of which 

leads to explanation of some social phenomenon" (Denzin, 1970: 5). Theories 

are important when deciding what to measure for three reasons: 

1. Theories shape the content of programs. 

2. Theories influence our expectations of outcomes. 

3. Theories influence cur interpretation of the meaning of the perf0rmance 

measurements obtained. 

Different theories about the causes of crime and the results of treatment 

shape the content of corrections programs. The Pennsylvania, Auburn, and Ir~sh 

systems of treating prisoners illustrate the influence of theory upon 

corrections practice (Carter, McGee, Nelson, 19',,~.! 9-10). The Pennsylvania 

system emphasized solitary confinement based upon the theqry that refJ,ecting 

upon past misbehayior \-lould lead the prisoner to reform. Emphasizing 
"<::,,\ 

" 

congregate wprk pfograms by day and solitary confinement at night, the Auburn 

system is more consistent \-1i th the theory that instilling good work habits 

fosters good citizenship. The Irish, system, in which the offender \-las confined 

on an indeterminate sentence, was based on the theory tha,t prisoners could be 
1/ ''\\ 

reformed by requiring them to earn thoor releG.>:f~oy being ±~dustrious and 
li 

conforming to institutional discipline. 

Theories can semd tize the researcher and the practitioner to look 'for 
'I 

certain outcomes and ignore other, perhaps unexpected, outcomes. For example, 

a theory t,hat treatment in the community facilitates reintegration into the 

I 

I 
( 

i 
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community sensitizes one to look for conditions that demonstrate the offender's 

rein tegra tion in t,o the communi ty. An a}lterna ti ve theory of deciircera tion 

(Scu 11 , 1977), on the 0 ther ha.n,.d, .t. 

sugges~s that the outcomes to look for are 

reduced quality of treatment, inadequate rehabilitation, return to crime, 

ghettoization of offenders, and increased harm to ghetto residents too poor to 

move aliay. 

As another example of how 
theories can influence the 0l.ltcomes that we think 

worth measuring, consider the • " .to)_, ::<. ~": ~'; .•. '.'.~(",,;~~~'''';.l, ... ,. '>k -j., •. ~r';~;~~,~;~(.~~:.; ..... ; 

effect of conJining offenders and enforcing 

discipline. One theory holds that compliance \ii th prison rUles leads tv 

increased readiness to comply with the normat;ve demands of 
.... society w'hen the 

offender is released. Anoth th h d 
er eory 01 s that confinement leads to 

iaol"ation, moral rejection by soc~,' ety, a threat t th ff d I 

o e 0 en er s self-image, 
loss of security, and anxiety (Sykes

J 
1958). 

Not only do theories suggest the consequences of corrections programs that 

are impo~tant to measure, they can also affect how' performance 
comparisons are 

interpreted. II 
An increase in the number of parole revocations, for example, ,I 

might be interpreted to mea.n either that the surveillance ~ctiVity is becoming 

more effective or that treaiment and rehabilitation are becoming less 

effective. 
a dramatic decrease in the percentage of arrestees who fail to 

appear i.l1 l:ourt could be interpreted to mean that pre-tr;al 
.... programs are dOing 

a very good job in follOlving up on persons released on bailor their own 

recognizance or to mean too many lO\-T-risk arrestees b 
are eing kept in jail 

atiai t:!,p..g trial ins tead of being released. ;;,>/ 
f 

f Because of the influence that theory has 
upon \'lha t is to be measuro/d and 

/1 
how measurements are to be interpreted, one must be at'Tare of the effect that 

holding a particular theor-y is likely to h~ve Upon the 
- content of a corrections 
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performance measurement system. Where there is no consensus about which 

theories a~e correct, as there is not for most corrections programs, 

performance mesurements can be considered from multiple theoretical 

perspectives. Again, as was the case in concuding that performance measurement 

systems could address the information needs of different potential users, 

incorporating multiple perspectives is necessarily constrained by the 

requirement of keeping 'the system's cost within reasonable bounds. 

"lhich theories about corI'€{ctions programs and their ass'umed. :~effEtcts~fshouid"" 

be taken into account when designing a performance measurement system? Many 

theories in the social science literature are relevant to corrections 

programs. The researcher is likely to ,-rant to focus upon that subset of 

theories upon which his own research is based. The practitioner may have 

developed and implemented his program upon some explicit theory contained in 

the social science li~erature. Or the practitioner may have his own theory of 

. ' 3 action, theory of practice, or theory/,;;:n use. 
c-' 

0' 
,~, 

One approach 'l'Tould be for the systems desigtLe~ to see his role as! 

a'scertaining the espoused theories held by the expected users of -the" 

performaJ{lce information and building into the system measures for outcomes 

predicted by those theories. This role should be"appropriate to the designer 

who sees his role as responding to the information needs as articulated by one 

or more clients l-Tho will use and/or pay for the system. If the systems 

designer is also the potential user and can pay for operating the system 

himself, he can simply build the performance measurement system around his own 

theories. Perhaps the most difficult role would be for the systems designer to 

build the system around someone else's theories in use. This approach would 

require extensive observation of the practitioner as he worked. 
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Control 

The public and their elected representatives want to kno"T, "Do correGtions 

programs really work?" They 1'1ant~o knm-T .if the public is better off as a 

resul t of corrections programs. For example 1'-, do graduates from halfl'1ay-house 

'programs evidence responsible citizenship, 'self-sufficiency, work stability, 

and law-abiding behavior? This pragmatic orientation suggests that performance 

measurement should address program impact upon offenders or other groups 

indirectly affected by the program. 

Corrections actors, howevel', may be relucta:cl.: to have the success of 

corrections progra.ms judged in terms of outcomes over which they have less than 

total control. Is it reasonable, fer example, to judge half-way house 

effectiveness by the residents' criminal activities that occur after completing 
! 

the half-way house pt~ogram, even though factors other than the program also 

affect the residents post-release behavior? lilien corrections agencies do not 

have total control over prbgr~m-related outcomes, one might expect actors in 

cc:crections agencies to resist including outcome measures in a measurement 

system designed to de.scribe corrections verfl)rmance. 

Should performance measures, then, be developed only for those events over 

which actors in. corrections agencies can exert total or near-total control? 

This question is exp,lored in two steps. First, should performance measurement 

be restricted to program dimensions over '-Thich a single agency or actor has 

total control? Second, should performance measurement be restri~ted to program 

outcomes over '-Thich corrections programs have total control? 

In the United States today, thex:e are few corrections activities that a 

single actor or agency controls exclusively. Several governmental :c.flgencies 

share responsi1:Jility for :;funding and managing most programs. For example, a 

•••• - ''0 ••• ~ "-._'-"''''~ . J) 

G, t 
----.-----------~------------------------------.------------~-----------------~,~ 
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cDunty ja:i.l Dnce 'ITaS the respDnsibility Df ther>heriff. TDday, if that jail 
rl~ 

receives federal funds--say fDr a cDmmunity-release wDrk prDgram Dr a jDb 

training prDgram--the sheriff must share with Dther actDrs cDntrol over how the 

jail is run. These actDrs will probably include, at a minimum, the U. S. 

Department of Justice, the state criminal justice agency that decides how to 

aLlocate federal b':'ock funds among various criminal justice programs' i'n the 

state, and the county legislative body that appropriates funds for operating 
. !'.; #''Fii::1i::i;9t.'!'~f::'" : :,· .. ·;'(~~<~,\It}'<l:.· . 

the jail. These actors share control Dver the amount Df resources allocated to 

the prDgram, the processes by vThich these resources are transformed into 

outputs, the nature and quan-;;ity of outputs produced, and, the outCDme 

objectives established for the prdgram. Restricting performance measurement to. 

program dimensions over which a single ~fency has cDntrDl would so rest~ict the 

scope of performance measurement that the information produced would be trivial 

compared to the questions being asked about program performance. 
(~\ 

An alternative approa~~~Nould be to focus upon what a single program can 
., :;;:'!§ " 

control rather than what a single agency or actor can control. Jointly, the 

various actors that influence the resources, processes, outputs, and outcome 

objectives for a single program can control that program's direct DutputS. 

These outputs for a half''"-way house, for example, might include providing 

residents individual and group couns'eling, food, clDthing, shelter, and health 

care, and maintaining in-hDuse security. The prDgram's perfDrmance can be 
':;, 

measured in terms Df these DUtputs, even thDUgh the resp?nslbility fDr this 

prDgram belDngs to' no. single B9tDr • 

Restricting performance. measurement to. thDse events Dver which a single U 

prDgram has tDtal or near-tDtal cDntrDl, hDvTever, excludes almDst all prDgrams' 

)) 
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DutcDmes Dr impacts. PrDgram outcDmes, such as an Dffender's pDst-release 

criminal acti vi ty, are affected' by em;irDnmental fac.tDrs beYDnd the cDntrDl o.f' 

the prDgram. As Dne illustratio.n, the state Df the eCDnDmy may make it hard 

fo.r the eX-Dffender to. find a jo.b and therefo.re prDvide an incentive f'o.r him to. 

revert;. to c:cime. Co.rrectio.ns pro.grams DbviDusly canno.~ co.ntrol the eCo.nDmy. 

Yet failing to. measure .prDgram DutCo.mes means that a pro.gram's var~prF 
,::/ /" /"' 

cDnstituent groups will not know how the .. pu~*;ic is bett~I.' oJ!;.:~;~J~~esult .;?.t~~~~F;:;;.;" 
cDrrections programs. 

;.-, 

A third approach ShDUld be cDnsidered. Requiring that the performance 

dimensio.ns included be cDntrDlled Dnly by the prDgram ''lhDSe perfDrmance is 

being measured assumes the essentialist pDsitiDn Df' causatiDn. The 

essentialist p~sitiDn wDuld hDld that an activity can be said to. cause an 

DutcDme Dnly when the activity is bDth a necessary and sufficient conditiDn to. 
U 

bring abDut the DutCo.me. lie adDpt, Dn the o,ther'hand, CDDk and Campbell's 

pDsitiDn that DutcDmes may have multiple causes and that the:)evidence 

suppDrting a causal assertiDn may be prDbabilistic and cDntingent upDn the 

presence Df multiple cDnditiDns (CDok and Campbell, 1979: 33). We hDld that 

program activities ShDUld be treated as co.ntingent conditiDns preceding 

DutcDmes. Further, because cDrrectiDns prDgrams are cDntingent co.nditio.ns 

influencing DutcDmes, o.utcomes are an appropriate dimensiDn fDr describing 

CDrrectiDns prDgram pf-rfDrmance. 

One who. adDpts the third apprDach must cDnfrDnt the prDblem o.f hDW to. sDrt 

out the impact Df a CDrrectiDns prDgram upDn an DutCo.me--say pDst-release 

criminal activity--frDm all the Dther factDrs that affect that DutcQ~e. 
'r 
" 

" Otherl'lise, Dne might ina'pprDpriately interpret Dutcome measurements 'ito. infer 

prDgram s~~ccess Dr failure. We suggest multivariate statist~cal analysis as 
" '\ t) .. 
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impact from other influences 
the most practical method of separating program II 

, 4 
upon outcomes. 

I)::; 

Measurement Affects Performance 

measurement is not a neutral managerial tool. Management 
Performance 

control systems, for example, include ~erformance measures 
for. the explicit 

d . t· from plans or standards so purppse of detecting ev~a ~ons 
that, when program 

~. . 
processes malf~nction, 'managers ~n take act~on 

to bring op~rations back on 

;. 

Neither should i t come/as .a.ny .surprize that measure2.de~igned. to 
gjlourse. c/ 

an organization's effort upon those 
compare performance to goals focus 

activities that f09ter attaining those goals. 

Yet 
l·t' s when designing researchers tend to overlook systems po_~,~c 

performance measurement systems. 
'~hen legislators and managers use performance 

information for such decisions as setting 

pr;gram processes, allocating funds among 

priorities among programs, changing 

programs, and developing workload 

standards, some interests stand to gain and others stand to lose. 
Performance 

l ikely to be used as ammunition in the politi
information, once generated, is 

, interest is best served by having 
cal process bY ... Thichever consti tueni~ group s 

that information made known. 
"Then corrections actors believe that performance 

hurt them, they may alter their performance to 
comparisons can help them or 

achieve "good" performance ratings. 
The act of measuring performance, then, 

~toelf influence the performance being measured. 
~n~~ _ 

f e for a~parole 
th t n agency measures per ormanc For example, assume a a 

'11 nce Program staff b of people kept under surve~ a • program simply by the num er 
d"l k better" if they increased <the 

might believe their performance ... Toul 00 
o \\ 

of quality of surveillance. 
quantity of peop1e in their case load at the expense 

I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
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As another example, assume that prison program A has both custodial and 

rehabilitative goals, but the agency measures performance only in terms of 

custodial activities. Suppose further that staff salary increases are tied to 

program performance. The mesurement system in effe0t gives program staff A an 

incentive to spend as much time as possible on custodial activities, and as 

little time as possible on rehabilitative activities. Suppose prison program B 

has the same goals, but the agency measures its performance only in terms of 

rehabilitative activities. 
~ , .~. ". 1o",.. ~v::~~if'iI' ,,~ ;ri .~:~.~, 

The measurement system gives program staff B the . 

opposite incentive--to spend as little time as possible on custodial activities 

and as much time as possible on rehabilitative activities. Other thingR being 

equal, one might expect program staff A to overemphasize custodial activities, 

leading to a lo~ escape rate and a poor record of offenders' post-release work 

stability and criminal activity. Program staff B, on the other hand, would 

probably do a better job of training and counseling prisoners but do a poorer 

job of custody, leading to a higher escape rate than program A. 

Distorted effort is most £ikely when "it is impossible or impractical to 

quantify the more central, substantive output of an organization, and when at 

the same time some exterior aspects of the product, which are superficially 

related to its substance, are readily measurable" (Etzioni, 1964: 10). This 
( 

conclusion suggests that performance measurement is likely to be most 

dysfunctional "'Then measurement systems focus upon program activities rather 

than program .. results or impacts. Focusing upon desired program results j,nstead 

of selected program activities might give staff an incentivefo use their 

energy in a way that best achieves goal-oriented results. 

The researcher cannot design a performance measurement system that can aid 

policy making wi 'thou t al~o affect:i:ng" performance. One should be sensi ti ve to 
,,) 
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the eff~ct that ,perforLlance measurement has upon staff behavior. Including 

measures that foster activi~y at the expense of program results should be 

avoided. If f (';'annot be a neutral tool, one might at least a per ormance measure _ 

try limiting measures to ones tha.t affect behavior positively. 

DEVELOPING PERFORr1Al.'l'CE HEASURES 

1 d . d al quest;ons that need answering before one We have a rea y ra~se sever ~ 

t . 1 d . a erformance measurementsystem •. ,)le .. ~0W::;-.. ,;", , decides what measures 0 ~nc u e ~n P, ';';"~;"'" 1l!!-'.?~~ •• !~""'~'f'.'!', ~.~," ,,' •• ,. 

assume that the reader wanting to measure performance has already answered the 

follovTing questions for himself: 

For ~hat correc~ions program is performance to be measured? 

Who vrants performance information about this program? 

"Those information needs will the performance measurement system serve? 

- What will performance information be used for? 

- Will performance be judged in terms of program goals? If so, which goals? 

- What theory or theories will be used to guide the choice of what to measure 
.j 

and how to interpret measurements? 

It should be obvious that how these questions are answered w;ill determine which 

. t Two pp.ople, each designing ,a performance measurement measures ar,e appropr~a e. -

system for the same corrections program, could come up with totally different 

lists of measures if they assumed different uses, users, goals, and theories 

for that program. 

A Logical Research Sequence for Measuring Performance 

l'le have said that judging how 'IoTell a program is working requires comparing 

measurements with measurements for other programs or other time periods, or 

with objectives, s~andards, or targets. ~ logical sequence of research for 

moving from asking questions about a program's per~ormance to making' 

performance comparisons is diagrammed in the left hand column of Table 1. 
\:;' 

(j 

J ,.. 

1 
J 
l 

;i Of 

f 

T 
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This diagram shmvs that the questions asked about pEirformance suggest the 

information needed; the information needed in turn.suggests the performance 

measures; t;he performance Iileasures next suggest the data required to make the 

measurement; the data requirements influence the choice of data collection 

procedures; the data, once collected, per~it describing, and finally, comparing 

performance. 

The right hand column in Table 1 applies this sequence to the hypothetical 

Kanmo Restitution Center introduced earlier:', 'This'exainple'<is;·no'&feaIisti:c'J~.:,"';i';;";t'1i .j:: 

beca.use it uses only one measure to assess total program performance. Nor is 

the one measure used necessarily a "good" measm;e: The example does, hOlvever, 

illustrate the order in which research activities could be carried out. 

Selecting Performance Dimensions 

In the research tasks suggested above, the first step is identifying the 

questions that people want ans,vered about a program's performance. The most 

basic question that the public and legislatots are likely to ask is, "What good 

is this program doing?" This basic question may be broken down into several 

more specific questions: 

- What are the results (or consequences) that flow from what the corrections 

\~~ograin does? 
'/ 

(rJ 

.:-)Mho does the program serve (or upon whom are the 1a,vs or regulations 
- (_\~/ 

enforced)? 

- Hm¥' much does the program cost and how does the relationship' between 

program cost and results compare with that olbtained by other programs? 

- Is the program providing the services that pe6p1e want? 

Corrections actors may be concerned with additionRl questions, such as how 

actual spending compares , .... i th authorized spending, hOl'l' actual operations 

)J 
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Ta:'ble 1 

A LOGICAL SEQUENCE FOR r~EASURING PERFORMANCE 

Sequence of Steps 

Ask questions about 
performance 

Identify information 
needed 

Identify performance 
measure 

Define data required. 

Define data collection 
pro~edure and collect data 

Describe performance 

Compare performance 

Illustration of S~9.uence for a Hypothetical 
Kanmo Restitution Center 

, /~, ---------:---
--------------~l[ 

How \'lell is the \t~anmo Restitution Center 
performing? 

',1\ 

Extent to which offenders provide restitution ;/ 

to victims . "';';"," . . #i;;!:\,"~(0J"'.'J·.,..l';.:" ,,' 
.' :'I'" 

Percentage of offenders in the community
based program who complete the amount of 
restitution agreed upon 

Number of offenders who provided restltution 
as agreed divided by the total number o~ 
offenders in program who agreed to prov~de 
restitution 

Review fiduciary accounts through which 
payments are made at end of ~rogram year 

48% of offenders in. the Kanmo Restitution 
center during 1980 completed the amount of 
restitution agreed upon 

Performance compared with ot~er programs: 
The Kanmo Restitution Center s 48% 

. t· 8~ higher than ti tution complet~on ra e 1S ,.' ; 

~~: averge rate for all restitution programs 

·th ·0 s ye~r· ~he Performance comp~red W1 prev1 u .-
1980 restitution completin rate for the Kanmo 
Restitution Center is 5% lower than the rate 

for 1979 

Performance compared with a t~rget:. Th~ 
Kanmo Restitution Center's 48,'0 rest1 tut~on it 
completion rate exceeds the target set for 
in 1980 by 3% 

('! 

c, 
"'.' ""'-'-""~',""'~-" .... "', 

" 

1 
I 
I 

I 
I 
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compare with procedures established in agency regulations, and how the quality 

of service rendered compares with quality standards. 

One can use the types of questions people ask about program performance to 

develop a typo::'ogy for organizing performance mesures. 5 Table 2 lists the 

performance questions that the public, Jegislators, chief executives, agency 

heads and administrators, and program managers are likely to ask most 

frequently. Shown to the right of each question listed is the type of 

performance comparison(s) that relate(s) to each performance measure and last 

the types of information used to translate performance measurements into 

performance comparisons. 

The questions about ~erformance raised in Table 2 address etficiency, cost-

effectiveness, equity, service quality, unmet need, and conformance with 

governmental policies. lfuich of these performance dimensions should be built 

into a corrections performance measurement system? If collecting the data 

required to mea"sure performance were inexpensive, a designer might want to 

build in all these dimensions. Unfortunately, data collection is expensive. 

Cost may encourage one to restrict the scope of performance measurement to a 

subset of these performanc,e dimensions. Before doing 'so, the designer should 

carefully consider who will use the performance information and \'lho stands to 

gain or lose if the performance measurement system collects information on some 

performance dimensions but not on others. 

Identifying Performance Concepts 

After the researcher has identified the corrections program whose 

performance will be measured, several tasks follOl'l that lay the foundation for 

identifying approprifi te measures. vTe have already discussed pro blems 
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Table 2 

A TYPOLOGY FOR MEASURING AND COMPARING PROGRM-i PERF0R11ANCE 

Question to Be 
Answered 

What iSl?pent? 
/! 

\'1hat is produced? 
(l'lhat service is 
provided?) 

How is service 
provided? 

How good is 
service? 

l'llio gets served? 

Service with what 
results? 

",>-, 

Service at what 
cost? 

Resul ts at what 
cost? 

\'1hat environmental 
conditions exist? 

Performance Dimensions' That Address 
The Question To Be l\ns''lered 

Performance 
Measure 

Cost 

Product 

Procese 

Service Char
acteristics 

Distribution 

Outcome (or 
impact) 

Cost/Product 

Cost/Outcome 

External 
Condi tions ,"c" 

Performance 
Comparison 

Fiscal 
Conformance 

Bases for Comparison 

Budget appropriation or 
allotment. 

Responsiveness .Citizen. ?~.cl;~nt: ~xpec:t:-:; .• ,~~ ... 
". " ations. 

Product Prog~hm plans or per-
Conformance formance agreements. 

Process 
Conformance 

Quality 

Equity 
Policy 

Conformance 

Laws, regulations, guide
lines, program plans. 

Standa~ds, other programs, 
historical quality., 

Values, law. 
Guidelines determining 
eligibili ty. 

Effectiveness Objectives, other pro
grams, historical 
effectiveness. 

Benefit Value to society of the 
outcome. 

Efficiency Standards, other programs, 
historical efficiency. 

Cost- Objectives~ other 
Effectiveness programs, historical 

cost-effectiveness. 

Unmet Need Goals, desired conditions 
determined by values. 
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associated with one such task--deciding which broad questions the performance. 

measurement system will address. Before one identifies the specific 

information needed to answer these questions, he should sU'mmarize the program 

concepts that relate to. the-'questiDn being addressed. FlDW charting or 

diagramming is a cDnvenient methDd for displaying the concepts that need 

measuring. 

Cause-effect diagrams underscDre the key role that correct-,:Lons theory plays 

in gui.ding the choice of wha t concepts ShDUld;,·be .,measured. Many;,ot\;::these". .•.. ·t.:~~:.~,,;!-~, 

assumed relatiDnships may not have been tested empirically. Different 

cDrrections theories could we;n lead to. different sets of concepts and 

different sets Df measures fDr the same prDgram. For example, theDry taken 

from The Society of Captives (Sykes, 1958) links confinement to many negative 

i 

I 
impacts. These negative effects include IDSt emDtiDnal relationships, 

loneliness, bDredom, mDral rejection by society, threat to self-image, 

physiDlogical frustration, and anxiety. The Pennsylvania system, on the other 

hand, was based upDn the theDry that sDlitary cDnfinement wDuld lead to 

reflectiDn upon past behaviDr 1>1hich 1>Tonld in turn lead to prisDner reform, a 

positive impact. 

As previously suggested, the researcher may '-1ant to. cDnsider performance 

measurement from multiple theDretical perspectives. Research budgets, however, 

I, may be insufficient to permit measuring program perfDrmance frDm multiple 

perspectives. The researcher ShDUld at least make clear the concepts he feels 

are important to be measured and the cause-effece assumptiDns that relate these 

cDncepts to the corrections prDgram 1'lhDSe performance is being measured. 

Identifying anH Assessing PDtential Performance Measures 

Identifying perfDrmance measures that relate to. "the important cDncepts is 
(i£ 

the next s&ep in the research sequence. Once potential measures have been 

~, 
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identified, there remains the task of deciding 1ihich measl'.res are worth 
\\ 

24 

Figure 

collecting data to·make performance measurements. ; 

I 
I' 

CRITERIA FOR RATING POTENTIAL PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

Suppose that one has pullec.' tpgether a list of measures possibly sui table 

for obtaining information on related performance dimensions f'or a program of 

interest. How can one decide 1ihich of these potential measures to use? One 

way; is by using a uniform set of criteria to evaluate each measure. These 

criteria would define the premises upon which measures are compared in order to 
. .'."... ,',. •• ", ."-:'1"" '!.\ ... ·1.~'~!~'\!. " ...... :.,-:'., <;~i.f!:; •. ~ ... , ~,~~~~\:~. 

establish their relative desirability. 

Figure 1 summarizes criteria frequently suggest~d for rating potential 

6 
perfo,rmance measures. Cri te.cia for technicC'1 adequacy relate the potendal 

measure to the concept it measures and permit assessing the measure in terms of 

how valid, reliable, and accurate th~ measurements are likely to be. 

Practicality criteria address concerns about the cost and ease of obtaining 

data. Two other categories consider utility from a general perspective and 

from the perspective of the specif~g use intended for the measure. Knowing how 

.compara ble, sensi ti ve, and .. clear the measure is can give one an idea of the 

range of programs and constituents for which a measure might be useful. 

Timeliness and relevance of ,Performance measurem.ents to decisions, on the other 

hand, can be judged only within the context of specific uses. The reader may 

want to use this list as a starting point in. identifying a set of criteria 

suitable to his measurement as~essment problem. One can develop many 

strategies for systematically applying criteria to r~i'te the rela.tive 

desirability of individual measures. 

Potential measures need to be rated by people 1-1hounderstan!::t the situation 
\ I ..•. / 

in which performance measurements will be used. The criteria that are most· 

important in one situation might, for example, be cost and relevance 'to 

i 
i 
~ 

I 
! 

! 

1 

I 

(J 

PRACTICALITY 
Cost 

- Ease of 
data collection 

.TECHNICAL ADEQUACY 
- Valid 

- complete 
- unique 

- Reliable 
Accurate 

UTILI'I'Y - USER DEPENDENT 
Rel:avant to decision 

-TimElly 

"-./,
" (~.,, __ ~ ____ .)l) ____ I. ___ .'_.-.;::;;:_::;:-~:;;_"""'·_".,~~·_-"-·> _________ f.! ;C""~ .. ~>= '~",.- ................... , 1/ .. . ",,-.. -----,. II 

c 

------------------~------------~ 

GENERAL UT,ILITY 
Comparable 
Sensitive 

- Clear 
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decisions. In other situations, other criteria, e.g. technical adequacy, might 

be most important. The rater can design a rating strategy for identifying 

measures that meet the const'raints of his particular situation. 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLU$ION 

In this chapter, we discuss several conceptual issues that one should 

resolve before searching for specific performance measures. By answering the 

following list of quest"ions, one can develop a conceptual framework that 

tailors performance measurement to a chosen program: 

For 'IoThat corrections program is performance to be measured? 

vfuo is asking what questions about the program's performance? 

- vlhat 'vill the people wanting performance information about this program do 

with this information? 

vlho 1'Ti:;,.l pay 'f'or: the performance measurement system, and )(lhat restrictions 

do the funding level and the information interests of the payor place on 
, 

the type of per;flormance information that the system will address? 
Il I 

l;lhich (and whose) ihl\ormation neeias"---e.g. for efficiency, cost-
'I', /~; 

effectiveness, ~quity\ service quality, unmet need~ and policy conformance 

information--will the performance measurement system by designed to serve? 

- If some of these information needs are ignored by the performance 

measurement system, what will be the likely consequences of not answering 

some of the performance questions being asked about the program? 

" I'fill performance be compared I'li th goals, or targets, or standal"ds? If so 

Iwhich (or whose) goals, targets, or II standards? 

- \Vhat corrections theories will guide one's choice of what to measure and 

"That the measurements mean? 

/,1 

" (,: 

I, 

r? 

L, ____ ~ ____ -----'------------~-~------'------
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- ~Vhat specific concepts do the corrections theories adopted suggest need 

measuring? What are the key assumptions relating these concepts to program 

performance? 

IVhat strategy will be followed when assessing the relative adequacy of 

potential performance measures? 

These questions lead one explicitly to relate measures to' concepts derived 

,> 

from corrections theories and to organize the measurement effort within a 

typology that lays out trLe perfoi'manqe quest;ions that the performance 

measurement system '''ill anSTtTer. These quest~.ons also force one to recognize 

the environment ,,,ithin 1ihicn performance information is likely to be usud, the 

nmltiple uses ,to which performance information can be put, and who stands to 
f,,_ 

gain or lose when such performance information is used in policy making. 

Further, they encourage one to relate the cost resulting frQ~ decisions made 

about the scope of the measurement system to the funds likely to be available. 

Finally, answering these questi'ons before thinking about particular measures 

focuses and economizes one's search for measures and simplifies measurement 

interpretat:i.on once data are" collected. 

{f 
(] 

j' 
,~, Ii 
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FOOTNOTES 
'\/ 

1See Carter, McGee, and Nelson (1975: 
\\ 

.12-13) fOl.~ one such discussion of 
corrections goals. 

2Perrow (1978) contains an excellent discussion of different goals 
ascribed to organizations. 

3These three terms are used as defined by Argyris and Schon (1974: 6, 
11). "A theory of action is a theory of deliberate human behavior," which 
states what a corrections program ought to do to achieve certain results. A 
theory of practice "consists of a set of interrelated theqji-ies of action that 
specify for .the situations of the practice the actions that will, under the 
relevant assu,mptions, yield intended consequences." A theory in ... us~:.~s. ~ ,~. 
theory of deliberat;e human behavior inferred by the way the practitioner 
behaves. A practitioner's theory in use can be different from his espoused 
theory of action. 

4For explanations of multivariate statistical models for identifyinp, the 
effect of corrections programs upon post-relea~e criminal activity and 
employment, see vlitte (1980) and Bass (1979). 

5For a survey of measurement categories used by other researchers, see 
Grizzle (1979b). 

6For a survey of literature on criteria, see Grizzle (1979a). 

7 . 
For a discussion of our experience using the rating criteria, see Jones 

(1980). 

,. - .--~ ~--------------
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